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Heterozygous STUB1 missense variants cause ataxia, cognitive decline, and
STUB1 mislocalization

Objective To identify the genetic cause of autosomal dominant ataxia complicated by behavioral abnor-
malities, cognitive decline, and autism in 2 families and to characterize brain neuropathologic signatures of
dominant STUB1-related ataxia and investigate the effects of pathogenic variants on STUB1 localization.

Methods Clinical and research-based exome sequencing was used to identify the causative variants for
autosomal dominant ataxia in 2 families. Gross andmicroscopic neuropathologic evaluations were performed on
the brains of 4 affected individuals in these families.

ResultsMutations in STUB1 have been primarily associated with childhood-onset autosomal recessive ataxia,
but here we report heterozygous missense variants in STUB1 (p.Ile53Thr and p.The37Leu) confirming the
recent reports of autosomal dominant inheritance. Cerebellar atrophy on imaging and cognitive deficits often
preceded ataxia. Unique neuropathologic examination of the 4 brains showed the marked loss of Purkinje cells
(PCs) without microscopic evidence of significant pathology outside the cerebellum. The normal pattern of
polarized somatodendritic STUB1 protein expression in PCs was lost, resulting in aberrant STUB1 localization
in the distal PC dendritic arbors.

Conclusions This study confirms a dominant inheritance pattern in STUB1-ataxia in addition to a recessive
one and documents its association with cognitive and behavioral disability, including autism. In the most
extensive analysis of cerebellar pathology in this disease, we demonstrate disruption of STUB1 protein in PCs as
part of the underlying pathogenesis.
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Characterization of the phenotype with cognitive impairment and protein mis-
localization in SCA34

Objective To better characterize the neurologic and cognitive profile of patients with spinocerebellar ataxia
34 (SCA34) caused by ELOVL4 mutations and to demonstrate the presence of ELOVL4 cellular localization
and distribution abnormalities in skin-derived fibroblasts.

Methods We investigated a 5-generation French-Canadian kindred presenting with a late-onset cerebellar
ataxia and recruited age- and education-matched controls to evaluate the presence of neurocognitive
impairment. Immunohistochemistry of dermal fibroblasts derived from a patient’s skin biopsy was performed.

Results Patients had a late-onset slowly progressive cerebellar syndrome (mean age at onset 47 years; range
32–60 years) characterized by truncal and limb ataxia, dysarthria, hypometric saccades, and saccadic pursuits.
No patient had past or current signs of erythrokeratodermia variabilis, which had previously been reported. MRI
revealed cerebellar atrophy, with pontine atrophy (4 of 6 patients), and cruciform hypersignal in the pons (2 of 6
patients). Fluorodeoxyglucose-PET showed diffuse cerebellar hypometabolism in all 5 tested patients with
subtle parietal hypometabolism in 3. Significant cognitive deficits were found in executive functioning, along
with apparent visuospatial, attention, and psychiatric involvement. Immunohistochemistry of dermal fibroblasts
showed mislocalization of the ELOVL4 protein, which appeared punctate and aggregated, supporting
a dominant negative effect of the mutation on protein localization.

Conclusions Our findings support the pathogenicity of ELOVL4 mutations in cerebellar dysfunction and
provide a detailed characterization of the SCA34 phenotype, with neurocognitive changes typical of the
cerebellar cognitive-affective syndrome.
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